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Method for Percussion Etudes for percussion, Dante Agostini, Student-Teacher Duets, Pieces for 2-3 students, Very Easy to Easy Difficulty, .mp3 # # # . . - The manual is intended for independent work. ðŸ“„ - Guitar Crash Course â€‹ - 2 months of guitar
improvements. # - - Helps develop confidence in the game. - Will help you create your repertoire and improve your guitar playing skills (Solfeggio, Etude) - Build the technique of playing the guitar - Help you discover new talents. - Offers a good learning

experience - For musicians - Also suitable for children - For guitarists and piano players - Teaches accompaniment techniques: - Beginner/intermediate difficulty level. - Expressiveness of execution - Intensively works on quality and quality, giving priority to
quality. - In addition to modern theatrical plays. ðŸ““ - for those who want to bring new aspects to their game. - for those who lack music in everyday life. In general, I'm not a big fan of everything dramatic. I would say that music and visualization is my passion
and I see the potential in it. I am very happy to have the opportunity to work with you to help you discover your talents and abilities. I will provide support throughout the program so that each participant achieves their goals and really understands what they are
doing and how they can do it. My advantage is that I really love music and I love to communicate it with people. - A teacher who loves to play with children. My name is Bofaro - I am an Italian teacher, best known for my farm productions, who travels with his
first group of students every year for a year. I teach various flutes of various instruments, and usually play with 5-10 year olds the so-called solo sound. My philosophy is. that if I want to make the play of children in a group more lively and varied, I use a variety

of methods for this. - I love doing something new for kids and I think it's very important to develop and
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